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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN
I am pleased to present the annual report of CIBART for 2016. Over the years, CIBART has
become an increasingly preferable partner with Communities, State and Central governments,
Corporates and Individuals who are interested in Bamboo and bamboo related livelihoods.
I am pleased to record here that, CIBART was awarded a project from Sir Ratan Tata Trust for
making Prefab bamboo structure, a project from Sri Navajbai Ratan Tata Trust for designing
bamboo board furniture by using available bamboo species locally and conducting research on
suitability of bamboo varieties available for processing and making boards. Further CIBART
was awarded with a project from Sir Dorabji Tata Trust for developing bamboo resources in
Eastern Uttar Pradesh districts which are affected by floods every year.
This year CIBART was awarded a contract by INBAR under the IFAD’s “South-south knowledge
transfer” to prototype and validate a Small and micro plant tissue lab for replication in Africa
and a model lab has been developed in India in this year.
CIBART inaugurated its first retail shop for bamboo articles in Saputara, the only hill station in
Gujarat. CIBART executed an order for developing an eco-tourism site in Bhinar village in
Navasari district, Gujarat and constructed twelve bamboo structures for the Forest
Department, Surat. Professional designers and skilled artisans completed this order in a
timebound manner within a record time of one month in the midst of heavy monsoon in July.
This year was scheduled with intensive technical and on-site trainings to farmers who are
interested to grow bamboo and harvesting and management trainings to those have existing
stock in Behraich and Gorakhpur districts. New products have been introduced for thefarmers’
produce using the local species. New product “bamboo boat” initiative piloted in Hoghenakkal,
Tamil Nadu and first training on bamboo boat making completed in Behraich in this financial
year.
Further, many new technologies and products range introduced in Gujarat and many private
orders have been executed and bamboo as a material received appreciation from local and
forest department. Trained artisans are connected with the production units in execution of
orders. Village level industries are promoted and all inputs received through training helped
the artisans in enhanced income.
During the year, key personnel from Government Departments, Private Institutions,
Architectural Colleges, Design institutions visited our workshop facilities and appreciated the
skills and capacities added to artisans which really showcased the enormous value of bamboo
to rural livelihoods.
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The design innovation and gained technical knowledge helped to improve current designs and
created new markets. The particular emphasis is given to school and bungalow furniture, fruit
packaging, bamboo mats and poly houses. CIBART presence is echoed through products and
supported by satisfied clients both in private and Government sectors. We recognize that
knowledge creation and application are important and critical in scaling up our initiatives and
bringing economic empowerment within the communities that we serve with.
The steps taken to identify and develop the core competencies together with a strong team are
the vision CIBART always strive for. Bamboo has potential to be harnessed as industrial raw
material besides its unique advantage to achieve environmental security and economic
development of the Community. At the project level, we focus on developing several innovative
approaches to increase the efficacy of our interventions.
I like to take this opportunity to extend my thanks to all partners, donors and my team for their
continued support and sincere efforts and believe in our Mission.

Best wishes.

Dr. I V Ramanuja Rao
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CIBART’s Board
CIBART currently has five directors in its board
Name

Position

CIBART‘s aim is to achieve

Dr. I V Ramanuja Rao

Chairman

environmental security, livelihood

Mr. Sanjeev Vasudev

Director

security

Mr. Sanjeev S Karpe

Director

Dr. Md. Selim Reza

Director

and

development

economic
through

the

sustainable use of bamboo and
rattan. Given India’s rich bamboo

Mrs. K Rathna

Director

resources and the people’s natural
affinity to this grass, there are

CIBART’s Team

immense opportunities. CIBART

Chief Operations
K Rathna

helps actualize this untapped
potential by guiding and training
communities to set up bamboobased

enterprises.

Bamboo

provides tremendous employment
opportunities right from resource
generation to resource use, from
plantation and

harvesting

to

primary processing and making
end products

Director-Corporate Affairs
Rajeswar Kumar Jain
Project Management
Kalpesh Dhodia, Mahesh Kurmi, Hari Singh Rawat, Suraj
Singh, Mukesh Lal, RajendraSadanshiv, Ankur Purohit,
Rakesh Kumar, MeghaThapar
Administration
Ganesh Patel, MamtaChawdhury
Finance Operations
Subhash Patel, Anzar Ali
Master Craftsmen cum Trainers
RanbirSingh, Kalidass, Pappan Singh, Dhanveer Singh
Artisans
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OBJECTIVES & APPROACH

The main objectives of CIBART to be pursued by
the company on its incorporation are

1. To identify, plan, undertake, coordinate and
support strategic development activities on
bamboo & cane and related industries/
sector.

2. To help and coordinate activities of
organizations, agencies and other bodies
and institutions on the development and
utilization of bamboo & cane based
products.

3. To facilitate the linking of scientific,
technical, management and financial
expertise with local partners with relation to
Bamboo, Cane and related products.

4. To provide expert resources that bridge
scientific knowledge with local needs in
strategic areas of research, technology
transfer, policy formulation and information
services for bamboo & cane and related
products / industries.

5. To promote bamboo & cane based
products and related technologies.

6. To provide consultancy, assistance and
research support to bamboo related

CIBART’s promise is to service communities at
their doorstep. To achieve this, it brings experts,
resources and tools together and maintains a
direct interface with communities. CIBART’s
approach includes the following elements:
➢ Being community-focused
➢ Following an evolutionary, rather than
revolutionary path
➢ Being

process-oriented rather than

project-oriented
➢ Development of backward and forward
linkages from the rural resident to the
global players
➢ Respecting traditional knowledge, skills
and practices and building on these
➢ Setting up design interface between
international designers and rural artisans
➢ Bridging the digital divide by using
technology to modernize traditional skills
and

for

planning,

monitoring

and

evaluation
➢ Adopting industrial approaches
➢ Networking state and district level bamboo
organizations and

enterprises

in a

federated mode

technology with regard to the setting up and
structuring of bamboo-based industries,
cultivation and development of bamboo
made products.
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DESIGNING BAMBOO BOARD FURNITURE
Product development and market assessment of bamboo boards using Indian species
In April 2015, CIBART has been awarded for a Project titled “Product development and
market assessment of bamboo boards using Indian Species” by Sir Navajbai Ratan Tata Trust
(NRTT), Mumbai. Across the World, bamboo is used industrially for a range of applications.
Tata Trusts is an entity which supports various causes, institutions and individuals in a wide
variety of developmental areas including development of sustainable livelihoods based on
Bamboo. As a part of this effort, Tata Trusts has bestowed the project “Product Development
and Market Assessment of Bamboo Boards Using Indian Species” to CIBART.
CIBART is partnered with NRTT in identification, selection, processing, designing, trialling
and making bamboo based board furniture using Indian species and addressing value chain
issues in promoting bamboo boards and industrial application. This project is operational in
Maharashtra and visits to Northern Eastern States to study the existing industries producing
bamboo boards and supporting in technical enhancement in quality and utility.

The Project activities include studying the Indian species which are suitable for Bamboo boards,
establishing one pilot manufacturing unit, procurement of required machinery for Bamboo
boards making, installation of machinery, material procurement, taking up trial production,
design development, awareness creation and capturing market for Bamboo based furniture in
India.

Trials have been done in producing strand woven timber and designing bamboo stripboard
furniture.
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These furniture have been showcased in prestigious UBX-INDEX exhibition at MMRDA grounds
in Maharashtra during 15-18 October 2015 and board furniture received good response and
valuable feedback.

CIBART and its partner Native Konbac are hopeful that within a year the bamboo furniture
would be developed to compare with any international product in price and quality.
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PROJECT ON BAMBOO PREFAB STRUCTURE
Construction and structural application of bamboo has been proven to be a success in
International geographies. Designing bamboo building and constructing, has always been a
challenge in India. India has the second largest bamboo resources worldwide with widespread
use in rural construction and temporary structures. CIBART is recently awarded for a Project
on “Pre-fab Bamboo buildings” by Sir Ratan Tata Trust, in March 2015, to promote bamboo
as a structural material and popularize bamboo buildings and further take this initiative to
a substantial scale where it can make significant impact in the lives of rural communities.
M/s Native Konbac Bamboo Private Limited, Maharashtra is partnering with CIBART in the
implementation of this Project.
During this year, CIBART with its Partner developed the prefabricated bamboo structure in
Cochin, Kerala and developed bamboo columns, beams and wall panels and other structural
components for a bamboo structure being constructed in Hyderabad.

Bamboo structural application and the construction industry can progress when Indian
customers start accepting it as a mainstream material in construction, and structures having
quality, durability and aesthetic finishing. A time frame of five years would be required to
reach to this stage with necessary R & D completed and structures are being made for customers
who accept and adopt bamboo structures as a mainstream construction.
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BAMBOO RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT IN NORTHERN FLOODPLAINS OF INDIA
CIBART is implementing a livelihood promotion programme with support from Sir Dorabji Tata
Trusts since July 2015 in eleven districts of Eastern Uttar Pradesh. The project aims to work on
the value chains of various livelihood options in rural areas around Bamboo plantation, utility
products and handicrafts which are to some extent in current scenario and exponentially in
coming years could prove to be livelihood base of rural people and migrant artisans in urban
areas. Bamboo is realized a potential farm based and forest produce that can be a boost in
enhancing farmers’ income through promotion of agro forestry, setting micro level handicrafts
and processing units across the project areas.
During this year the activities span includes the awareness creation and orientation on
importance of Bamboo plantation among farming community, nurseries setting up and plants
production, farmers' training on better practices of bamboo farming and bamboo boat making.

Bambusa tulda seeds have been procured from Tripura state and twelve village level nurseries
established with the seeds. Seedlings of about 7500 distributed to farmers in Behraich,
Faizabad, Barabanki, Shrawasti and Lalitpur for developing bamboo resources during this
year.
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First year of the project activities focused in Behraich district where bamboo plantation
management training and products for agriculture produce like onion storage units, bamboo
toilets and platform for water tank have been developed.
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Bamboo boat is found to be an important emergency tool in the operational areas where River
Ghagra floods every year in the monsoon and at least 2 months many villages submerge in
river water. Since all transportation means cut off during the flooding period, a pilot on
making bamboo boats trialed in Hoghenakkal in Tamil Nadu and in March 2016, a bamboo boat
training organized in Beharich where 3 bamboo boats were made and 17 members were
received training on bamboo boat making.

Local artisans were received on-job training on making bamboo boats and skilled manpower
available now and it is an opportunity to set up an enterprise with locally available skills and
sourced raw material.
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SMALL AND MICRO TISSUE CULTURE LAB ESTABLISHMENT
CIBART was awarded a project by INBAR under IFAD's "South-south knowledge transfer strategies
for scaling up pro-poor bamboo livelihoods, income generation and employment creation and
environmental management in Africa" to establish a small and micro plant tissue lab and a
model lab was prototyped and this will be replicated in New Delhi. Cultures have been
established and multiplied. Equipments, chemicals, hormones and checklists developed for
media making. This culture lab is having the capacity of producing 100,000 plants per year.

CIBART had been in talks with several container suppliers who are well equipped in modification
as per the requirement of a container lab.
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DIAGNOSTIC STUDY IN MANDI, HIMACHAL PRADESH
This diagnostic study aims to assess the social and
economical aspects of the bamboo working community
residing near Dadoh village in district Mandi in the
State Himachal Pradesh and to identify immediate
priorities in planning and operationalizing the Common
Facility Centre located at Dadoh village. The survey
and work completed during April 2016 through June
2016 covering seven tehsils in Mandi district, Himachal
Pradesh with communities working and depending on
bamboo for their livelihoods. Discussions held with
artisans, community members, panchayat officials to
assess the relevance and scope on bamboo cultivation
and usage. Discussion held with the DIC Officials,
staff, artisans participated in the scheduled training,
trainers and community residing near to the CFC in
view of restoring the common facility centre
operations.

There is a need to diversify the market for different products, work on the challenging
operating conditions exist for enterprises and farmers, opportunities for developing a
diversified bamboo processing, to build network of government departments and private
sector participants and to develop supply chains.
CIBART
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BAMBOO CONSTRUCTION PROGRESS IN GUJARAT
Janki van eco-tourism site in Navasari:
Janki Van at Bhinar - Vansda block was inaugurated on 2nd August 2015 by Hon. CM Anandiben
ji. In the sprawling 22 acres of Forest Department land, the welcome gate of 23’x25’ is created
by CIBART including structures inside- 12 gazebos, 2 cafeteria and a railing of about 3 km
stretch. Despite heavy monsoon, 128 CIBART artisans and managerial staff worked tirelessly on
the site for 26 days to complete the challenging task of completion of all the above mentioned
structures within the stipulated time. It is fair to mention that majestic Welcome Gate – the
most important attraction of Janki Van was assembled on site in a day’s time after receiving
the last minute order from the Forest Department. The beams and columns were prepared in
units mainly by women staff that also helped to assemble Gate on site.
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Bamboo science Lab at EMRS Khodada School:
CIBART Gujarat had completed an order on constructing a science lab in Nizar at an area of
800 sq. ft. and this would be the first structure in bamboo in the history of Government
schools. The architect trained the craft persons on the design and making prefab columns and
trusses at Ukai.
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Plinth work was progressed at School & foundation done at pretty lower level.

For the school CIBART made school furniture and lab furniture and tested them for the
suitability.

Roof top garden and terrace structure in Surat:
CIBART completed the bamboo structure work in Surat and done the fencing work on side
wall, main canopy and gallery wall using bamboo split. The canopy has done in the 11th floor
and artisans found difficulty in carrying the bamboo poles to the top however employed skills
to stand on a row and carried the pole from the base to top.
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Bamboo strurcture in Kevdi site:
A visit was made in the eco-tourism site for development of this site by Gujarat Forest
department and the department officials visited our Workshop unit. The order has been
included for a gazebo, fencing of watch tower and natural walkways development. Sample of
fencing and mat designs made for the site and submitted for finalization.

Making of Bamboo “Welcome Gate” for “Gujarat Gaurav Diwas”:
On 1st May Gujarat State celebrates the “Gujarat Gaurav Diwas” in remembrance of its
separation from Maharashtra state. On 1st of May Gujarat Chief Minister along with other
Ministers pay a visit to Tapi District to celebrate this event with District Administration and
public. As a part of this event District Administration had given a construction order to CIBART
for making a Welcome Gate for Hon. Chief Minister. CIBART Team had completed 3 gates in 3
day-night shifts and fixed those into entrances of Tapi district at 3 different locations.
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Artisans working on Gate Columns & Truss ready for Columns at ourskirts of Vyara
columns
fitting at site
City

PRODUCTION OF BAMBOO FURNITURE
School bench order of 30 units for Muni Seva Ashram was completed during this year and new
trainees have executed this order on a timebound manner.

Development of bamboo board: CIBART team worked on producing bamboo boards
manually by using the slats in order to be cost effective at the same time better product
in terms of strength, quality and finishing in Gujarat and handmade boards developed by
the artisans are better looking and economical in cost. This success has boosted the
confidence of artisans and this can be introduced as a Village level enterprise activity.
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BAMBOO FURNITURE TRAINING
At Village Chindia, a tribal location in Vyara, bamboo furniture making training was
organized with TDD support for two months and started on 8 Feb 2016. Twenty villagers,
mainly women, are imparted lessons on various craft items, utility products and furniture
making activities. The potential artisans have been divided into 4 groups. The material
used is Stocksii – sturdy variety for furniture making.

The trainees, primarily young girls and women, were happy and enthusiast while learning
the activity. The tribal are accustomed to fetch bamboo poles from the forest area and
during this training they have been taught to make slivers and bring back the same from
the forest thus saving their time and easing undue burden carried (big poles).
At village Chunawadi located at a distance of 45 kms were a bamboo furniture making
training was organized for 30 artisans -men and women. They learn crafts and furniture
making. This training duration was three months and bamboo cutting, sizing, skin removal,
components making and final assembly taught to the trainees.

Participants at Chunawadi along with Master Trainer
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Master Trainer Ramesh Bhai explaining to Kotwalias
In Village Dadoh of Mandi district in Himachal Pradesh, 30 artisans were received bamboo
furniture training for a four months period from 25 May 2015 to 21 August 2015 and artisans
received inputs on selection of bamboo, age criteria for crafts and furniture, bamboo treatment
techniques, de-skinning, furniture components, machine operations, sizing, sanding and
finishing in the Common Facility Centre of District Industries Centre, Mandi.

VISITS
On May 20, 2015, Mr. R K Jain, Director, Corporate Affairs visited Manpur Unit for orientation
of project activities and during his visit he interacted with artisans and craftsmen.
A visit by Mr. Badve, Senior Advisor, Dhruva, BAIF was made to Ukai unit and he showed keen
interest in doing training programme for artisans in Dharmpur, so that they can independently
take orders from interested organizations and government departments and he showed interest
to learn about school furniture for his school in Chunda. As a part of his visit he visited the
EMRS Indu and Ukai for school furniture.

A visit by Dy Secretary Home, Mr. Silkikar was made on 13 October 2015 to our workshop unit
in Ukai and he discussed with the artisans and appreciated the work.
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Chairman Dr.I.V.Ramanuja Rao and COO Mrs. K.Rathna, visited both units during 7th to 11th
January 2016 had a detailed project review meeting. Discussed the operational plans, orders
executed, orders in hand, working capital need, strategies on marketing, meeting client
demand and skills building on new product lines and a meeting was organised with craft workers
and team where they gave various suggestions on production systems and techniques.

MEETINGS WITH THE TDD, GOVT OF GUJARAT & NABARD
A meeting with the Project Administrator, Dangs to update the activities of CIBART in Dangs
and Saputara done & a meeting with the CEO, Development Support Agency of Gujarat was held
in May 2015 to submit the financial and progress documents for release of operational funds.
A meeting with the District Manager, NABARD at Gangpur was organized to promote bamboo
plantation with interested farmers who want to grow bamboo. 15 farmers came forward to take
up the bamboo plantation in block planting mode and a proposal was made with the DM.
As a follow up of this meeting, CIBART organized a meeting on 11th June 2015 with the DGM,
NABARD in Ahmedabad and a review on the proposal submitted with them was done.
A visit of NABARD DM, Navasari to Manpur Unit was made and to further understand the unit
functions, furniture products developed and other applications of bamboo.
There were meetings held with the Reliance Foundation for a training programme to tribal
youth living in Netrang taluk in Bharuch district and with Aga Khan Rural Support Programme,
Dangs for a bamboo tourism to plantation sites and manufacturing units. This discussion is in
the initial stage & the objective is to orient visitors on bamboo uses in furniture and
construction in addition to eco-friendliness.
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SAPUTARA BAMBOO SHOP OPENING
CIBART has started new Product Range of bamboo handicraft to promote from tourist place like
Saputara where tourist can easily hand carry small products as part of that small products
production has started and have also started small product production at Ahwa Dang. The first
bamboo outlet “The Bambu Shop” was inaugurated on 16th May 2015 in the popular hill station
Saputara to create awareness about bamboo and an opportunity for the visitors to buy all types
of bamboo articles being it is a craft product or furniture or to place an order for structures.

The learning from the shop has encouraged to prototype and produce a new range of bamboo
products. A display unit was set up in the shop as a part of knowledge sharing.
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WAY FORWARD
This year was filled with significant funding from the largest Corporate “Tata Trusts” to bring
the change in lives of bamboo farmers in Uttar Pradesh in flood plains area and venturing in
market research for exploring new products from existing resources, to take an innovative
approach in design and development of bamboo board based furniture, to trail and design a
bamboo prefabricated structure and support in appropriate forward and backward linkages and
funding support for a diagnostic study for the funding from District Industries Centre, Himachal
Pradesh. The design innovations in bamboo board furniture, bamboo storage units, bamboo
boats will be gaining demand in the markets and technical knowledge thus technical knowledge
helped to improve current designs and created new markets.
CIBART project sites in Gujarat and Uttar Pradesh are progressing well in order executions and
resource development and augmenting the existing resources. School benches and other
furniture and construction in eco-tourism sites are the focus areas for Gujarat. Fruits,
vegetables and horticulture are in abundant production around CFC in Sirmaur district and other
districts in Himachal Pradesh and standardized volume production of Bamboo Packaging has
potential market and it is a mass consumption product during the season, which is the focus for
CIBART in Himachal Pradesh. Developing the resources, training the farmers in bamboo
plantation and better practices, developing enterprises and supporting entrepreneurs are the
focus areas for CIBART in Uttar Pradesh.
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